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Abstract

Tone-mapping constitutes a key component within the field of high dynamic range (HDR) imaging. Its importance is manifested

in the vast amount of tone-mapping methods that can be found in the literature, which are the result of an active development

in the area for more than two decades. Although these can accommodate most requirements for display of HDR images, new

challenges arose with the advent of HDR video, calling for additional considerations in the design of tone-mapping operators

(TMOs). Today, a range of TMOs exist that do support video material. We are now reaching a point where most camera captured

HDR videos can be prepared in high quality without visible artifacts, for the constraints of a standard display device.

In this report, we set out to summarize and categorize the research in tone-mapping as of today, distilling the most important

trends and characteristics of the tone reproduction pipeline. While this gives a wide overview over the area, we then specifically

focus on tone-mapping of HDR video and the problems this medium entails. First, we formulate the major challenges a video

TMO needs to address. Then, we provide a description and categorization of each of the existing video TMOs. Finally, by

constructing a set of quantitative measures, we evaluate the performance of a number of the operators, in order to give a hint

on which can be expected to render the least amount of artifacts. This serves as a comprehensive reference, categorization and

comparative assessment of the state-of-the-art in tone-mapping for HDR video.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Display
algorithms

1. Introduction

High dynamic range (HDR) imaging has seen immense develop-
ment the last two decades and is today an important aspect in a
wide range of applications in computer graphics and image pro-
cessing [RWP∗10, BADC11]. HDR video acquisition is also ma-
turing, where high quality HDR video sequences can be readily
captured with versatile research prototypes [TKTS11, KGB∗14].
Given this recent development, HDR video is now starting to estab-
lish itself in a number of applications [DCMM16], and constitutes
an important topic for future research.

A vital component in the HDR imaging pipeline is tone-
mapping. The purpose of tone-mapping is to adapt the final HDR
content for viewing on a display device that is limited in terms of
dynamic range and color gamut. Although HDR display systems
do exist [SHS∗04, RWP∗10], and TVs with an extended dynamic
range are currently establishing themselves in the commercial mar-
ket, they have their limitations in terms of dynamic range and color
gamut. Therefore, the material prepared for an HDR display will
inevitably require some form of tone-mapping. Also, the absolute
majority of displays are, and will most likely be, of a very limited
dynamic range. Thus, the area of tone-mapping will continue to

be an important topic, and even more so with the rapid increase in
availability of HDR video and solutions for distribution of such.

Methods for tone-mapping started to appear in the early 1990s,
and have since evolved rapidly with a vast number of tone-mapping
operators (TMOs) introduced in the literature. With the transition
from static HDR images to video sequences, special considera-
tions have to be made in the tone-mapping pipeline. Apart from
the most evident challenge of maintaining a temporally coherent
tone-mapping, the implications of the temporal dimension also in-
clude differences due to the capturing process. HDR videos are, for
example, more likely to contain noise, motion blur and skin tones.

In this report, we provide a review of TMOs that explicitly ac-
count for the time domain. This is motivated by the challenges that
tone-mapping of HDR video present. It is also a response to the
recent and rapid development in HDR video capture. The review
includes descriptions and categorization of the available methods,
as well as a comparative assessment. The comparisons are based on
a set of important properties, including temporal coherence, noise
visibility, contrast and exposure. The result gives an indication of
the operators ability to produce well-exposed and high contrast
videos, without showing temporal artifacts and camera noise. Fur-
thermore, to provide a starting point and context for our review, we
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begin with an historical overview of tone-mapping in general. This
is not intended to extensively cover the huge body of research in
tone-mapping of images; instead, we focus on the evolution of the
tone-mapping pipeline. The overview is followed by a general for-
mulation of the tone-mapping problem, in order to clearly define
the calculations involved.

The area of tone-mapping has already been covered to a certain
extent in the literature. However, earlier attempts at summarizing
the state-of-the-art are getting outdated [DCWP02]. Furthermore,
more recent descriptions of TMOs are not explicitly focused on the
problem of video tone-mapping, do not include many of the most
recent contributions, and/or do not provide the same categoriza-
tion and assessment we make [Hoe07, MMK08, RWP∗10, MR11,
BADC11, DCMM16]. Therefore, this report provides a novel con-
tribution in the area. It serves as a comprehensive reference and
comparison of the state-of-the-art in video tone-mapping, in order
to facilitate future development in the area.

To summarize the content of the report, it is designed to provide
the following:

1. A short literature review that provides an historical overview of
the area of HDR and tone-mapping (Section 3).

2. A general formulation of a tone-curve, in order to clearly de-
fine the concept of tone-mapping and to facilitate a connection
between different methods (Section 4).

3. A description of video tone-mapping, and the most important
problems that need to be addressed specifically when operating
on camera captured HDR video (Section 5).

4. A general suggestion for video TMO classification, using 5 dis-
tinct categories (Section 5.4). This is based on the concepts ex-
plained in the preceding sections.

5. A literature review over all TMOs we found that have an explicit
algorithm for how to treat temporal aspects (Section 6).

6. A list of 26 classified video tone-mapping operators, according
to the aforementioned categorization (Table 1).

7. A quantitative assessment on a set of the video tone-mapping
algorithms, where we formulate measures to compare them in
terms of a number of important properties (Section 7).

2. General background

Tone-mapping of HDR images involves transforming the HDR sig-
nal to a reduced dynamic range that can be presented on a stan-
dard display device. As such, the transformation typically involves
a non-linear and compressive function. The complete tone-mapping
pipeline can be constructed in many ways, but one of the most
common designs is depicted in Figure 1. This transforms the in-
put luminance to the log domain, where an edge-preserving filter
is applied. The filtered image is then used to extract image details,
which are kept separate from the compressive transformation per-
formed by the tone-curve. Thus, local details are preserved while
the overall dynamic range is reduced. Finally, the tone-mapped re-
sult is transformed back to the linear domain, colors are restored
from the original input, and the material is prepared for a certain
display device.

In this section we briefly describe the fundamentals of HDR and
tone-mapping, and how the concepts in Figure 1 are motivated. A

more in-depth formulation of the actual mapping is then provided
in Section 4. We also recognize that the motivation may be different
based on the specific intent of the tone-mapping. This fact is later
used to classify TMOs into three distinct groups.

2.1. Differences between LDR and HDR images

A high dynamic range image can describe a greater range of color
and brightness than can be represented in a low dynamic range

(LDR) image. While a standard LDR image typically uses 8 bits to
store each color of a pixel, an HDR image is most often specified to
floating point precision. The difference makes it possible to encode
the entire range of colors and luminances visible to the human eye.
However, the differences are not only in the representational ca-
pacity. An LDR image is almost exclusively meant to be sent to
a display device. It is thus calibrated for this purpose, and said to
be display-referred. For example, a gamma correction, l = T 1/γ,
is already applied to the encoded image. Here, T is intensity and
l is the final luma value that should be sent to the display. Typi-
cally, the gamma is in the range γ ∈ [1.8,2.8]. While the correction
originally was intended for CRT monitors, the non-linearity cor-
responds well with the human perception of brightness [MMS15].
Therefore, gamma correction can be viewed as a very simple form
of tone-mapping. Furthermore, the gamma correction can be com-
plemented to account for display and viewing environment, using a
gamma-offset-gain model [Ber96, MMS15],

Ld(l) = l
γ · (Lmax −Lblack)+Lblack +Lre f l . (1)

Ld describes the luminance, as measured coming from the dis-
play surface. Lmax and Lblack is the display peak luminance and
black level, respectively. Lre f l is the ambient light that is reflected
from the display surface, which is approximated from the ambient
illuminance Eamb and the reflectivity k of the display,

Lre f l =
k

π
Eamb . (2)

In contrast to an LDR image, the HDR counterpart is typically
scene-referred. It describes the physical properties of the lighting in
a captured scene. Thus, HDR images can be used for several pur-
poses where accurate physical measurement are needed, e.g. in im-
age based lighting, automotive applications, medical imaging etc.
In order to show an HDR image on a standard display it has to be
transformed – or tone-mapped – to a display-referred format. Tone-
mapping is also used for preparing a scene-referred HDR image for
display on an HDR display, scaling and adapting it according to the
certain characteristics of the display. Furthermore, tone-mapping
can be involved in mapping between different display-referred for-
mats. This can be accomplished e.g. by first transforming the image
to a scene-referred format, followed by tone-mapping to the target
display.

Strictly speaking tone-mapping is a mapping of image tones
from one domain to another. However, today the by far most com-
mon use of the term is to describe a mapping from the linear scene-
referred luminances in an HDR signal, to the restricted domain of
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Figure 1: A typical pipeline setup for performing spatially varying (local) tone-mapping. The input scene-referred image is first taken through
as set of pre-processing operations. The processed input is then filtered using an edge-preserving filter to create a base layer. The base layer
is used to extract a detail layer. While the base layer is transformed using a tone-curve, the detail layer is kept untouched and added back
after the mapping. Finally, the tone-mapped image with preserved details is prepared for display in a post-processing step. In the illustration
intermediate images are shown as blue circles, and some are also displayed in the bottom of the figure.

a display device. Tone-mapping is now more or less synonymous
with this definition, and it is in this form we use the term here.
Usually the mapping goes to an intensity value T that should be
displayed. In order to finally create a display-referred LDR image,
the tone-mapping is followed by clipping and gamma correction to
adapt to the display device. Alternatively, the inverse of the display
model in Equation 1 can be applied to compensate for display and
viewing environment.

It should also be noted that tone-mapping is not only applica-
ble to captured or rendered natural images. It can also be used
on abstract representations, e.g. in volume visualization [YNCP05,
YNCP06], where HDR can provide an extended dimension for con-
veying information [GTH05, KPB12]. Nevertheless, in most cases
volume rendering is still done directly to a display-referred format,
and by tweaking the transfer function a similar goal is achieved as
with tone-mapping of a final HDR rendering [LKG∗16].

2.2. HDR video capturing, display and distribution

Techniques for generating HDR images have been around since
the early 1990s. These include e.g. physically based rendering en-
gines [War94b], volume rendering techniques [GTH05], and re-
construction from camera exposure bracketing [MP95,DM97]. Al-
though the rendering engines are capable of producing HDR video
sequences, transitioning from static images to video for camera
captured HDR is significantly more difficult. In order to record
HDR video with a standard video camera, a temporal multiplex-
ing can be used, that alternates between short and long exposures
from frame to frame. This requires the video to be interpolated
over time in order to reconstruct the HDR frames, e.g. using op-
tical flow [KUWS03,MG10] or patch-based techniques [KSB∗13].
Alternatively, HDR video can be captured with systems of multiple
cameras for shooting the same scene [UGOJ04, WRA05, UG07].
However, high quality HDR video captured with dedicated versa-
tile multi-sensor cameras did not appear until the 2010s [TKTS11,

KGB∗14]. These have been demonstrated to exhibit a dynamic
range of up to 20-24 f-stops. Recent development also brings for-
ward professional HDR-camera systems such as Arri Alexa XT and
Red Epic Dragon, with an extended dynamic range of up to 14-16.5
f-stops.

When it comes to HDR displays, some of the limitations of LCD
panels can be overcome e.g. by a laser display [DB04]. However,
the most common technique is to use dual modulation, increas-
ing brightness by means of a back-lit LCD panel [SHS∗04]. The
HDR image is decomposed into a low resolution back-light im-
age and a high resolution compensation image that modulates the
intensity. In practice 8-bit images are used for back-light and com-
pensation, effectively doubling the achievable bit-depth. The tech-
nique was further developed by Brightside, resulting in displays
such as the DR37-P with a peak luminance of around 4000 cd/m2.
Later it was also used in the Dolby Pulsar monitor with a peak
luminance of 4000 cd/m2. Furthermore, Sim2 released monitors
based on the technology in their HDR47 series, including the latest
HDR47ES6MB capable of 6000 cd/m2 peak luminance. Compar-
ing to the professional HDR displays, a standard LCD monitor typ-
ically has a peak luminance in the vicinity of 200-300 cd/m2, pos-
sibly exceeding 500 cd/m2 for high fidelity displays. However, the
consumer market is currently advancing rapidly, and a large num-
ber of HDR enabled TVs were released during 2016. While these
monitors are far from achieving the same brightness as the profes-
sional devices, they are capable of an increased dynamic range and
brightness, reaching – and for some TVs exceeding – a peak lumi-
nance of 1000 cd/m2.

Although HDR displays can often match the dynamic range of
the reproduced scenes, they do not eliminate the need for tone-
mapping for several reasons. Firstly, HDR displays produce high
contrast images only in the right viewing conditions, which is a
dark room with no ambient light. If ambient light is present, their
effective contrast is greatly reduced, thus introducing a need for
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tone-mapping. Secondly, HDR displays vary greatly in their perfor-
mance, so there is a need to adapt content to particular capabilities
of a display. Tone-mapping is well suited for this task.

Distribution of HDR video can be accomplished using the power
of existing video codecs, by transforming the luminance and en-
coding it at 10-12 bits [MKMS04]. Furthermore, there are tech-
niques that allow for backward-compatibility [MEMS06, LK08].
In response to the recent development in HDR TV, there has also
been many efforts from several organizations in standardization of
the techniques involved in HDR video encoding. Already in the
transition from high definition TV (HDTV) to ultra HDTV, a wider
color gamut was standardized by moving from ITU-R Rec. BT.709
to BT.2020. As for HDR, and encoding of the wide dynamic range,
a transformation of luminances was standardized with the percep-
tual quantizer (PQ) transfer function (SMPTE ST-2084) [MND13]
and the Hybrid Log-Gamma (HLG). Both PQ and HLG are now
included in the latest ITU-R recommendation, BT.2100. Many ad-
ditional initiatives have also taken place, and we refer to the sum-
maries by François et al. [FFH∗16] and Schulte [SB16] for a thor-
ough explanation. For distribution of HDR video the different ini-
tiatives have resulted in the Dolby Vision [Dol16] and MPEG
HDR-10 [KYH16] codecs. Additionally, HDR video codecs can
now be found implemented as open-source APIs [EMU16].

2.3. Perceptual motivation of tone-mapping

Tone-mapping is motivated by the properties of the human visual
system (HVS), which simultaneously can register a dynamic range
of about 3.7 log units in a scene [KR10, RAGB11]. While the in-
dividual neural units of the HVS are limited to respond in a range
of about 1.5 log units [SW12], this capacity is achieved through
the utilization of local adaptation mechanisms, such as spatially
varying neural gain controls. The local processing makes it pos-
sible to restrict adaptation to an area of less than 0.5 visual de-
grees [VMGM15]. Furthermore, by adapting over time using e.g.
pupil adjustments and pigment bleaching/regeneration processes,
the HVS can function in luminances from around 10−6 cd/m2 to
108 cd/m2. This makes for an effective dynamic range of about 14
log units. In tone-mapping the goal is to achieve the same – or su-
perior – ability. Although a simulation of the HVS is not always
the explicit objective, it is important to appreciate the intrinsic per-
ceptual aspects. These play a fundamental role in the process of
preparing HDR material for a display device.

As an example of the implications of tone-mapping being a per-
ceptually motivated operation is the logarithmic space that often
is used for performing the mapping. This stems from the close to
logarithmic response of the HVS in large areas of the luminance
range, according to the Weber-Fechner law [Fec65]. The law im-
plies a logarithmic relationship between physical luminances and
the perceived brightness. Thus, in many cases computations in the
log domain allow for simpler formulations due to the improved per-
ceptual linearity.

2.4. Detail preservation in tone-mapping

Already in early works of image processing, the idea of describing
an image from intrinsic characteristics was introduced. The objec-

tive may be manifold, e.g. to provide some invariant description
for the purpose of higher-level image understanding, or to be con-
sidered as an initial description of the early stages of the HVS. One
such idea is to describe an image as separated into a product of illu-
mination and reflectance [Hor74, BT78]. A human observer is able
to determine the reflectance of objects in a large range of lighting
situations, effectively describing a measure that is invariant to the
illumination [GJ84]. The reflectance is one of the fundamental de-
scriptions of a scene, and it is possible to specify using a very lim-
ited dynamic range (about 100:1). Thus, it makes intuitive sense to
attempt to maintain this characteristic through the tone-mapping,
while only compressing the dynamic range contained in the illu-
minance description. These principles are manifested in the con-
struction of local tone-mapping operators, where the intent is to
compress global contrasts while preserving local contrasts, or de-
tails. A common approach is to approximately separate an image
into illuminance and reflectance using an edge-preserving filter, as
illustrated in Figure 1.

2.5. Tone-mapping of colors

Although color appearance models sometimes are used in or-
der to reproduce HDR colors [PFFG98, FJ04, AR06, KJF07,
KWK09, RPK∗12], for simplicity and computational efficiency
tone-mapping typically only treats the luminance, and maintains
colors from the original signal [Sch94]. Alternatively, the mapping
can be performed separately on the color channels, in some suit-
able color space. However, tone-mapping on individual color chan-
nels tends to under-saturate colors, while separate treatment of a
single luminance channel have an opposite effect. To account for
this behavior, a heuristic de-saturation step can be performed when
restoring colors from the original HDR image [THG99],

c =

(

C

L

)s

T . (3)

Here, C and c are the colors before and after tone-mapping, re-
spectively, L is the input luminance and T is the tone-mapped value.
The parameter s steers the color saturation of the result, where a
value s< 1 results in a de-saturation. Attempts have also been made
to characterize the color saturation behavior, in order to derive the
amount of saturation correction needed in a specific tone-mapping
scenario [MMTH09, PAB∗13].

2.6. Tone-mapping intent

Although a tone-mapping operator, as we define it here, is designed
to map an HDR signal to the restricted space of a display, the ob-
jective may vary substantially – it is important to recognize that
different TMOs try to achieve different goals [MR11]. Therefore,
a natural way for classification of tone-mapping operators is their
specific intent.

We use a classification with three different intents. This follows
the distinction we used in previous work for evaluation of video
TMOs [EWMU13] [DCMM16, Ch. 7]. The intents are illustrated
in Figure 2, and can be described as follows:
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Figure 2: Tone-mapping using different types of intermediate pro-
cessing depending on the intent. The motivation and design of an
algorithm is based on assessing the quality of the tone reproduction
with respect to its specific intent.

Visual system simulator (VSS) This category of operators try to
simulate the properties of the human visual system (HVS), includ-
ing its limitations. For example, a TMO can add glare, simulate
the limitations of human night vision, or reduce colorfulness and
contrast in dark scene regions. The goal is to achieve the minimal
perceptual difference between viewing the real scene and its cap-
tured and tone-mapped counterpart on a certain display.

Best subjective quality (BSQ) In many circumstances a faithful
reproduction of the depicted scene is not important, but rather to
achieve a tone-mapping that is most preferred in terms of subjec-
tive quality. The subjective quality, however, is a wide term that
is highly depended on the situation, and it can be established in
closer terms, e.g. to be inline with a certain artistic goal. The cat-
egory includes for example the creative aspects of grading feature
films, where the result can be highly dependent on the particular
viewing environment [CAS∗15]. Comparing to the VSS category,
the subjective preference is often to have a slightly exaggerated ap-
pearance, with increased contrasts, details and color saturation.

Scene reproduction (SRP) Here, the operators attempt to make
the mapping V (L) – to a display device with reduced capabilities
– invariant to certain attributes. The goal is to preserve the origi-
nal scene appearance as close as possible, measured in terms of the
attributes. These could for example include the relative brightness,
contrasts, colors, noise visibility, etc. However, only a restricted
number of attributes can be captured simultaneously, and the tone-
mapped image can still deviate substantially from the physical
scene in many other respects.

3. Historical overview

Relating to the concepts in the previous section, we here give a
short review of published work in the area of tone-mapping. This
overview is by no means meant to be exhaustive. Since a large body
of research has been devoted to the topic, with many specialized
operators and refinements suggested through the years, we choose

to focus on tracking the evolution of tone-mapping. We then pro-
ceed to make a more rigorous review of video tone-mapping and
algorithms for this purpose in Section 5 and 6, respectively.

Summarizing the number of operators we mention throughout
this report, Figure 3 shows how many have been published each
year, and how they are categorized. Although the plots do not in-
clude all possible TMOs, they give some insight into how the work
of tone-mapping has been distributed.

3.1. Background

Techniques for compressing the dynamic range of a digital im-
age signal was introduced already in the 1960s by Oppenheim et
al. [OSS68]. Furthermore, in the 1980s the idea of matching per-
ceptual attributes between real-world and display was elaborated
on [MNM84, Ups85]. However, it was first in the early 1990s that
the concept of tone-mapping was formally introduced in the com-
puter graphics community [TR93]. Since then, tone-mapping as
a research area has grown rapidly (see Figure 4). With techniques
for reconstruction of natural HDR images from multi-exposure se-
quences, [MP95, DM97], it has become even more important to
develop algorithms for display of both computer generated and
camera captured HDR media. Furthermore, with the introduc-
tion of HDR video capturing [KUWS03,UGOJ04,WRA05,UG07,
TKTS11, KGB∗14], new problems were introduced that TMOs
need to consider [EWMU13]. We return to the challenge of HDR
video tone-mapping in Section 5.

To provide an illustration of the increasing popularity of HDR
and tone-mapping, Figure 4 plots the occurrences of the terms as
appearing in the database of Google Books used for the Google
NGram viewer. The term tone-mapping appeared in a first wave in
the context of linguistics during 1975-1990, describing a mapping
of acoustic tones. A second wave came with the introduction of
tone-mapping in computer graphics [TR93]. Hence, tone-mapping
as we define it here – for display of HDR images – is a new and
rapidly expanding area.

3.2. Tone-curves

The most trivial method for display of HDR images is by linear
scaling, followed by clipping and a final gamma correction, ef-
fectively performing an exposure correction. As a first example,
Ward uses a linear scaling, focusing on preserving the image con-
trasts [War94a]. The method is designed as a global scaling of lu-
minances based on detection threshold experiment data produced
by Blackwell [Bla81].

For a non-linear mapping of luminances, a linear scaling can be
applied in the logarithmic domain, or equivalently as an exponen-
tial function in the linear domain. Such tone-curve was first used
by Tumblin and Rushmeier [TR93], with the goal of preserving the
perceived brightness during compression of the dynamic range, as
described by Stevens and Stevens [SS60]. The method was later
on improved, and used for a gaze-directed adaptation implemen-
tation [THG99]. Alternatively, instead of a tone-curve V on the
form V (L;α) = Lα, an exponential tone-curve can be formulated
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Figure 3: Histogram over time (left) of the number of published tone-mapping operators, and parallel coordinates plot of categorization
(right). The plots are created using all TMOs that are referenced throughout this report, and do not include all of the existing TMOs. The
lines in the TMO histogram are low-pass filtered from the static (blue), temporal (red) and all (black, dashed) TMO histograms, to show an
indication on the progress through time.

as V (L;α) = 1− e−αL [FTP94]. In the family of exponential tone-
curves, one of the more frequently used in the literature is the loga-
rithmic tone-curve originally proposed by Drago et al. [DMAC03].

Since the goal of tone-mapping is to map all input luminances to
a predefined limited range, it makes intuitive sense to use a logistic,
or sigmoid, function (see Equation 5). The function often occurs in
natural processes. For example, it is referred to as the Michaelis-
Menten equation in biochemistry [MM13] and the Naka-Rushton
equation in the study of vision [NR66]. The sigmoid roughly cor-
responds to the response curve of the HVS, and is thus used in many
of the VSS operators. Explicitly, the first use for tone-mapping was
by Schlick [Sch94], although introduced with the motivation of be-
ing similar but computationally more economic as compared to ex-
ponential or logarithmic functions. Later on the sigmoid function
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Figure 4: The number of occurrences of the phrases “tone map-
ping” and “high dynamic range” in the Google Books database of
books used for the Google NGram Viewer. The plots reflect the
popularity of the terms in the literature during the last 50 years
(tone-mapping did not appear until during early seventies). Note
that the y-axis is in log units, implying an exponential increase
when the curves are linear.

was used with the motivation of being similar to the photo-receptor
response curve, e.g. by Pattanaik et al. [PFFG98].

Tone-curves that incorporate the mean or median value of the
input are able to adapt to provide the best overall exposure of the
output. However, using the image histogram a better distribution
over luminances can be achieved. Formulating a tone-curve where
the slope for each luminance Li is dependent on the correspond-
ing probability pL(Li) makes it possible to generate a result that
shows better contrast and exposure in the more important areas of
the image. The first method to use this technique was proposed
by Ward et al. in [WLRP97]. It starts from a standard histogram
equalization algorithm, and complements this with certain restric-
tions on the probabilities pL(Li) in order to match the capabili-
ties of the HVS. More recently, histogram based tone-curves have
been used e.g. in order to provide minimal contrast distortions in
the tone-mapping [MDK08, EMU15], to perform clustering based
tone-mapping [Osk16], and to prevent noise visibility from increas-
ing under the mapping [EMU15, LSRJ16].

Another important example of a family of tone-curves are those
that are applied in the gradient domain. In [FLW02], Fattal et al.
introduce this concept with a tone-curve that operates on image
gradients by suppressing them proportional to their magnitudes.

3.3. Detail preservation

A Gaussian filter presents an efficient way of approximating an
image’s illuminance characteristics in order to perform local tone-
mapping. In a first exploratory work, Chiu et al. make use of this
idea. However, the approximation assumes smooth transitions in in-
tensity. Close to large gradient edges the filter will be largely influ-
enced by the different regions of intensity, which results in visible
halos in the final tone-mapping. Gaussian filters where also used by
Rahman et al. [RJW96] and Jobson et al. [JRW97], inspired by the
center-surround operations used in the retinex theory [LM71].

A first experimental attempt to explicitly handle the problems
caused by a standard low-pass filter can be found in [Sch94], where
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local adaptation is suggested from the use of image segmentation
on a simplified example. Although not practically applicable, the
approach is a step towards the edge-preserving filters commonly
used later on in tone-mapping. Later, a more general segmentation
based approach for illuminance estimation was proposed by Yee
and Pattanaik [YP03]. Segmentation has also been used to com-
bine multiple TMOs in the same image [KMS05a,Čad07,BAS∗12,
SLF∗15], for local interactive adjustments of the tone reproduction
[LFUS06], and for combining different exposures directly from an
exposure bracketing sequence without requiring an intermediate
HDR reconstruction step [MKVR09].

Another way of alleviating the problems with a Gaussian filter is
to perform filtering in an iterative manner, e.g. utilizing a Laplacian
pyramid as described by Pattanaik et al. [PFFG98]. A more rigor-
ous attempt at a hierarchical decomposition was proposed by Tum-
blin and Turk [TT99], using the LCIS filter. It draws inspiration
from anisotropic diffusion [PM90] and represents a first serious
attempt at using edge-preserving filtering in the context of tone-
mapping. However, artifacts are still a problem, and the method
is relatively expensive. Other early examples of pyramid filtering
structures for local tone-mapping include the iterative Gaussian fil-
ter by Ashikhmin [Ash02], the Gaussian pyramid utilized by Rein-
hard et al. inspired by photographic practices [RSSF02], and the
sub-band architecture proposed by Li et al. [LSA05].

A first explicit formulation of tone-mapping as a separation of il-
luminance and reflectance is given by Tumblin et al. [THG99]. The
method uses a layering approach where illumination/reflectance
pairs are extracted from a computer generated scene. It is, however,
limited to computer generated images.

Extracting an approximation of the illuminance in a camera cap-
tured image, without the artifacts of a Gaussian filter, can be accom-
plished utilizing an edge-preserving filter. While the early filtering
pyramid structures in effect are edge-preserving filters, the widely
popular bilateral filter became a common method in the context of
tone-mapping in the early 2000s. The idea of using the formula-
tion of a bilateral filter kernel for local tone-mapping were first dis-
cussed in [DW00], although not really tested and confirmed. One
of the first successful uses of a bilateral filter in tone-mapping was
presented by Pattanaik and Yee [PY02]. The filter uses a uniform
spatial kernel and an exponential kernel in the intensity domain,
and is inspired from the SUSAN filter [SB97]. However, the by far
most common formulation of a bilateral filter uses Gaussian ker-
nels [AW95,TM98]. It was introduced in tone-mapping by Durand
and Dorsey [DD02], and has since been used frequently in the tone-
mapping literature.

While the bilateral filter provides a simple formulation which
achieves good results in many circumstances, one of its main disad-
vantages is the computational complexity. For this reason, a larger
body of work has been devoted to acceleration of the bilateral and
related filtering formulations, [DD02, CPD07, AGDL09, ABD10,
BJ10,YBY10,BCCS12,Yan12]. With many such schemes, running
on modern hardware, real-time performance is fully possible. An-
other problem with the bilateral filter is that the reconstruction is
biased at steep but smooth edges in intensity, which can result in
banding artifacts in the detail layer [DD02, BPD06, EMU15]. At
the cost of increased computational complexity, these problems can

be alleviated. Examples include smoothing at the edges [DD02],
manipulating the gradients of the reconstruction [BPD06], and in-
corporating the image gradients in a trilateral filtering procedure
[CT03]. A large number of modern multi-purpose filtering tech-
niques have also been demonstrated to achieve high-quality edge-
aware filtering suitable for detail preservation in tone-mapping,
[KKEA06, TFM07, FFLS08, Fat09, SSD09, KS10, PHK11, GO12,
Mil13, HST13].

In addition to general purpose edge-aware filters, a number
of filters constructed especially for the purpose of tone-mapping
have been proposed. These include the early iterative methods
[PFFG98, TT99, Ash02, RSSF02], as well more recent filters
[ASC∗14, EMU15]. Fore example, the fast detail extraction diffu-
sion in [EMU15] is designed from an iterative simplification of the
bilateral filter, in order to efficiently overcome the problems of bi-
ased reconstruction at steep but smooth edges.

Local processing in order to preserve details does not necessar-
ily have to be performed directly from the (possibly transformed)
luminance values. Oppenheim et al. make use of a spatially vary-
ing gamma function, which depends on the local frequency con-
tent of the image [OSS68]. Fattal et al. present a method for gra-
dient domain tone-mapping [FLW02]. The gradients are scaled at
different levels using a Gaussian pyramid, with a scale factor de-
scribed as a function of the gradient magnitudes. The manipula-
tions are followed by solving a Poisson equation to return to the
intensity domain. A similar approach was proposed by Mantiuk et
al. [MMS05]. However, instead of using the image gradients di-
rectly, the method operates on a perceptually motivated formulation
of image contrasts.

4. Definitions and taxonomy

In this section, we carefully construct a general formulation of the
central calculations involved in performing tone-mapping. We start
with the tone-curve, which is the principal element of a TMO. Sub-
sequently, we complement the formulation to allow for spatially
varying local calculations. The tone-curve and local processing are
the main building blocks in the pipeline of a local TMO. Referring
to Figure 1, it is the two central parts of the pipeline. These should
be complemented with pre- and post-processing steps in order to
construct a complete TMO.

4.1. Tone-curve

At the core of a tone-mapping algorithm is the function for mapping
from one domain to another. In most cases this can be described as
a continuous function – the tone-curve. However, it is also possible
to have an implicit mapping that is not possible to describe in such
manner.

The end objective of a TMO is to map from the HDR input L ∈
R
+ to display-referred pixel values l ∈ Nd = {0, . . . ,255}, using a

transformation M : L → l. L could be in arbitrary units, but for most
tone-mapping algorithms it is expected to be linearly related to the
captured luminance values. However, different methods tackle the
tone-mapping differently. While some TMOs tone-map directly to
the pixel values {0, . . . ,255}, others map to display luminance T
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and need a display model to transform them to pixel values. In what
follows we describe the tone-curve as V : L → T to an output T ∈
R
+. This should be complemented with a final transformation to a

display value l (the final step in Figure 1).

The tone-curve function V may depend on a set of user-specified
constants ααα = {α1, ...,αKα}, and also a set of image statistics
φφφ(L) =

{

φ1(L1, . . . ,LN), . . . ,φKφ(L1, . . . ,LN)
}

. The constants ααα
can for example be overall brightness, contrast, saturation etc. The
image statistics can include measures such as the image mean
φ = µ = 1

N ∑s Ls, some percentile such as the median, maximum
or minimum value (0.5, 1 and 0-percentiles, respectively), or the
image histogram φi = pL(Li).

Using ααα and φφφ, a general formulation of a spatially invariant
mapping at a pixel position s can be written as

Ts =V (Ls; φφφ(L); ααα) . (4)

For example, a simple exposure compensation can be described
as Ts = V (Ls; α) = αLs. Another example is the sigmoid curve,
which can be formulated to account for the mean value of the input,
φ = µ, in order to adapt to the overall luminance,

Ts =V (Ls; φ(L); α) =
Lα

s

Lα
s +φα

. (5)

4.2. Local adaptation

The tone-curve in Equation 4 can be formulated to compress the
dynamic range, e.g. as in Equation 5, but this comes at the cost of
compressed overall contrasts of the input. While the global contrast
inevitably has to be reduced to fit a lower dynamic range, a common
objective is to preserve local contrasts – or details – in order to
mimic the abilities of the HVS, see Section 2.4.

In order to better reproduce local contrasts we can introduce a
set of parameters ξξξs(L) that in the same way as φφφ(L) depend on the
information in L, but weighted in a local neighborhood Ωs around
a pixel s,

ξξξs(L) = ξξξ(LΩs
) =

{

ξ1(LΩs
), · · · ,ξKξ

(LΩs
)
}

. (6)

By using ξξξs(L) to capture local properties around each pixel s,
the tone-mapping can adapt spatially in order to maintain or en-
hance image details. The local tone-curve now takes the form

Ts =V (Ls; ξξξs(L); φφφ(L); ααα) . (7)

A trivial example of a local adaptation measure is the weighted
local mean, computed with a Gaussian kernel Gσ, ξξξs(L) = (Gσ ∗
L)s. The spatially varying statistics can be used directly in the for-
mulation of a tone-curve, for example in Equation 5 to adapt lo-
cally in the image instead of using the mean over all image pixels,
V (Ls; φ(L); α) → V (Ls; ξs(L); α). However, given a filter ξs(L)

that estimates the global changes in the image, a common formula-
tion is to split the image into a base layer Bs = ξs(L) and a detail
layer Ds = Ls−Bs. The tone-curve is then applied on the base layer,
while the detail layer is added back after the mapping,

Ts =V (Ls; ξs(L); φφφ(L); ααα)

= Ṽ (Bs; φφφ(L); ααα)+Ds

= Ṽ (ξs(L); φφφ(L); ααα)+Ls −ξs(L) .

(8)

Here, the local tone-curve V has been decomposed into a global
mapping Ṽ of the global image contrasts B, and details D which are
preserved separate from the mapping. It should also be noted that
these operations generally are performed in the log domain, but this
is not explicitly stated here to simplify the notation.

Finally, we can also change the mapping itself over the image,
VVV = {V1, . . . ,Vn}, and introduce a set of spatially varying param-
eters θθθs =

{

θ1, · · · ,θkθ

}

that do not depend on the image content.
These parameters could for example be formulated in terms of the
vertical and horizontal pixel positions in the image. We now arrive
at the most general formulation of a tone-curve,

Ts =Vs(Ls; ξξξs(L); θθθs; φφφ(L); ααα) . (9)

5. Video tone-mapping

In this section we describe some of the main differences in tone-
mapping of HDR video, as compared to static HDR images. The
section is concluded with guidelines for classification of video
TMOs. These are based on many of the concepts we have discussed
throughout this report, and they are used to categorize the video
TMOs described in Section 6.

Tone-mapping of a sequence of frames from an HDR video dif-
fers in many aspects from processing single static images. The most
apparent difference is due to the correlation between frames that
need to be maintained. Without careful consideration of tempo-
ral coherence, flickering and other artifacts can be introduced, and
even the slightest disruption may be well visible due to the sen-
sitive mechanisms of the HVS that respond to temporal changes
[dLD58,Gre69]. However, temporal coherence is not the only prob-
lem faced in video tone-mapping. Another important aspect is com-
putational efficiency, since a large number of frames need process-
ing. Moreover, when dealing with camera captured HDR images,
the material itself significantly differs due to the different capturing
processes of single image and video sequences. These differences
require separate consideration in order to achieve high quality tone-
mapping in all possible situations.

5.1. Background

Although HDR video capturing did not fully mature until the early
2010s, the first tone-mapping algorithms that considered adaptation
over time were presented more than 15 years earlier [FPSG96].
However, in many of the early methods with an explicit tempo-
ral model, the main purpose of the considerations in the time do-
main was to have a complete model of the adaptation mecha-
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nisms of the HVS [FPSG96, PTYG00, LSC04, IFM05], or to pro-
vide means for interactive walk-through in computer generated
scenes [DD00]. The lack of high quality camera captured HDR
video has made it difficult to thoroughly assess the performance of
new video tone-mapping operators. In many cases the only avail-
able material for testing has been created from either CGI, panning
in static HDR panoramas, or from capturing static scenes with al-
ternating lighting. A few examples also include custom built tech-
niques and systems to record HDR video [KUWS03, WRA05].
However, first with the advent of dedicated HDR video cameras
[TKTS11, KGB∗14] it was possible to thoroughly test the exist-
ing algorithms [EWMU13]. From the survey and evaluation in our
previous study [EWMU13], it was discovered that many of the as-
sessed operators either suffer from artifacts, or lack in contrast and
detail reproduction. Responding to the introduction of new HDR
video cameras, during the 2010s research in video tone-mapping
has been more focused to address the specific problems in tone-
mapping of such material. The main objective is to achieve high
quality tone-mapping despite the particular challenges the material
may present [BBC∗12, BCTB14b, ASC∗14, EMU15, LSRJ16].

5.2. Temporal coherence

A categorization of possible temporal artifacts in tone-mapping was
presented by Boitard et al. [BCTB14a]. This includes artifacts such
as flickering, temporal contrast and object incoherence. We empha-
size the global and local flickering and ghosting artifacts, as these
are arguably the most prominent coherence problems. The other
artifacts, concerning temporal contrast and object incoherence are
more natural for a human observer; we adapt to the current lighting
situation and thus accept changes in contrast and object brightness,
as long as the changes are smooth. For a thorough treatment of the
different incoherence definitions, we refer to the work by Boitard
et al. [BBC∗12, Boi14, BCTB14a] [DCMM16, Ch. 6].

If the mapping V : L → T in any way depends on the image
content, V = V (Ls; φφφ(L)), it may potentially give rise to temporal
artifacts. Many of the measures or image statistics φφφ(L) used for the
content-aware formulation of a tone-curve can potentially change
rapidly from frame to frame, causing non-smooth changes of the
tone-curve. The changes are perceived as flickering artifacts in the
final tone-mapping.

In the case of global processing, using the same tone-curve for
all pixels (Equation 4), smooth changes between frames can be
achieved from a low-pass filtering of the image statistics over time
using some kernel Gσ,

φ̃(Lt) =
t+d

∑
r=t−d

Gσ(φ(Lr)) . (10)

However, this filter response is affected by future frames, which
can yield inconsistencies in the timeline. More precisely, the tone-
mapping can start to respond to a change in lighting, before it ac-
tually occurs. A more sensible choice is to only filter over past
frames, e.g. using an exponentially decaying kernel, representing
a leaky integrator. This can be formulated in its simplest form by

blending between the the current and the previous samples in time,
using a blend value α,

φ̃(Lt) = αφ(Lt)+(1−α)φ̃(Lt−1) . (11)

For local tone-mapping operators, Equation 8, the situation is
more complicated. If the local processing, using some local image
description ξξξs(L), is not carefully formulated with robust statistics
it can give rise to quick changes locally in the image. Straightfor-
ward use of the temporal filtering procedures in Equation 10 and
11 on a per-pixel level will cause ghosting artifacts. An alternative
is to low-pass filter the final tone-mapped values, T̃s = (Gσ ∗ l)s,
which can help on both temporal coherency and noise level at the
cost of introducing some motion blur [vH06, BAHC09].

In order to perform per-pixel filtering over time without the side
effects of motion blur, the local filter kernels can be restricted at
large temporal gradients, using an edge-stopping filter [BM05], see
e.g. Equation 17. However, this comes at the cost of limited or no
filtering close to larger temporal gradients.

A natural extension to per-pixel filtering over time is to use a mo-
tion compensated temporal kernel, effectively filtering along mo-
tion paths in the time domain. If the motion estimation is correct,
this makes it possible to filter in the time domain both in uniform
regions and close to temporal edges and to do so without intro-
ducing motion blur. However, the motion field is not defined in all
situations, e.g. for areas that are occluded between frames. Also, in
other situations the estimation may fail. These problems leads ei-
ther to artifacts, or the filtering have to be restricted in terms of the
support in the temporal domain. Examples of motion compensated
temporal filtering for tone-mapping include the method by Lee and
Kim [LK07], utilizing block matching for acquiring motion vec-
tors, and the framework described by Aydin et al. [ASC∗14], which
filters using an optical flow estimation. We refer to Section 6 for
more information, and in particular Equation 18 and 21.

Using the above mentioned variants of temporal filtering, exist-
ing tone-mapping operators for static images can potentially be
extended to work for HDR video. This is also a common ap-
proach when inspecting the literature, where a range of different
static operators have been used. One of the most frequently used is
the Photographic TMO [RSSF02], which has been complemented
with temporal processing in many variations [GWWH03, RJIH04,
KRTT12, BBC∗12, BCTB14b].

Another approach for maintaining coherence over time is to con-
sider temporal aspects a post-processing step, applicable to any
static tone-mapping method. This means that the tone-mapping
process is viewed as a black box, and the objective is to impose
temporal coherence by some global or local pixel manipulations.
To alleviate global flickering artifacts, one possibility is to analyze
the mean value of each frame and constrain the changes over time
[GKEE11], or compare it to the original HDR sequence [BBC∗12].
However, such methods only work on a global level, by applying
a separate scaling to each frame. The assumption is that all tempo-
ral incoherencies can be attributed to only changes in global image
brightness. A more difficult situation would e.g. be temporally in-
coherent changes in contrasts, and local incoherencies.
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A few methods for post-processing to achieve temporal coher-
ence on a local level has also been presented [LWA∗12, DBZY15,
BTS∗15], mostly relying on per-pixel motion fields from optical
flow estimations. These are formulated for processing of a range
of different video operations, and may be a good alternative for al-
leviating problems with coherence when the specific operation is
unknown. However, as a viable solution for video tone-mapping
it is rather counter-intuitive to generate temporally inchoherent re-
sults and then try to overcome these problems in a post-processing
step. It will always be more efficient to maintain local coherence
throughout the tone-mapping pipeline.

5.3. Noise visibility

One of the more serious implications of the HDR video captur-
ing process is an increased amount of camera noise, especially in
darker scenes. In order to capture dynamic scenes, the exposure
time is limited. Thus, in order to incorporate shadows and dark
areas in the range of luminances captured, the sensor gain needs
to be set high, resulting in increased sensor noise. Although the
noise may be invisible in the original video sequence, it can eas-
ily be revealed by the tone-mapping process, as demonstrated in
Figure 5. This can be understood from the non-linearity that most
tone-curves experience, which downscales the brightness of bright
pixels while doing the opposite for dark pixels, resulting in an in-
creased relative level of noise in dark areas.

A denoising algorithm can be applied in order to alleviate the
problem with image noise. Some noise reduction also comes as
a positive side-effect if a per-pixel filtering procedure is used for
imposing temporal coherence in the tone-mapping, [BM05, vH06,
BAHC09, ASC∗14]. However, this comes at increased computa-
tional cost, and it is difficult to remove all noise without introduc-
ing artifacts. Also, if the tone-curve assigns a substantial increase
in brightness of the dark pixels, some remaining noise or denoising
artifacts will inevitably be revealed.

In order to make sure that the image noise is not made visible
from the tone-mapping, the shape of the tone-curve can be ex-
plicitly controlled based on knowledge of the noise characteris-
tics [EMU15, LSRJ16]. In this way the noise is concealed within
the darker regions of the final tone-mapping. This approach can
also be combined with denoising algorithms, in order to be able to
allow for larger manipulations of darker image tones.

5.4. Categorization of video TMOs

We use the concepts described in the preceding sections to formu-
late a general categorization of video TMOs. This includes the type
of tone-curve, processing, intent and temporal filter. Additionally,
we complement with a categorization in terms of computational
complexity. This is motivated by the increased amount of compu-
tations involved as compared to an image operation. Since a video
sequence normally contains about 25-30 frames per second, inter-
active or real-time performance makes a large difference in terms of
turnaround-time when tweaking parameters of the tone-mapping.

The categories are determined as follows:
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Figure 5: Noise that is invisible to the human eye in the HDR input
image, and thus below the threshold of the contrast visibility of the
HVS, may be pushed above the threshold in the process of tone-
mapping.

1. Tone-curve: The underlying transformation function for per-
forming the tone-mapping. The reviewed TMOs in Section 6 use
one of the following functions: linear, logarithmic/exponential,
sigmoid/s-shaped or histogram based. Additionally, some oper-
ators perform the mapping in the gradient domain.

2. Processing: A global TMO uses the same tone-curve for all pix-
els of an image, while a local varies the function spatially.

3. Intent: The intent of the tone-mapping is according to: visual

system simulators (VSS), best subjective quality (BSQ) opera-
tors and scene reproduction (SRP) operators.

4. Temporal filter: The temporal adaptation filter is either applied
on a global level by filtering some of the tone-mapping param-
eters over time, or it is calculated per-pixel on a local level.

5. Speed: The computational speed of the TMO is capable of
generating either offline, interactive or real-time performance.
These have been roughly estimated from the complexity of the
calculations performed by the specific TMO. Real-time perfor-
mance is here defined as being above 20 frames/second, while
interactive is when the TMO roughly is able to process more
than a few frames/second. However, the frame-rate is highly de-
pendent on the image resolution and the hardware used, so the
categorization is approximate.

6. Video tone-mapping algorithms

In this section we describe existing tone-mapping operators for
HDR video. All of the operators are listed in Table 1, using the
classification in Section 5.4. Furthermore, for a subset of the op-
erators the table also includes estimated performance in terms of
four different criteria. These have been measured as described in
Section 7.

In our review of the video tone-mapping literature, we found the
following tone-mapping operators that have an exclusive compo-
nent for how to treat temporal aspects:

Visual adaptation TMO, Ferwerda et al. [FPSG96]: As the first
example of a tone-mapping operator with a time adaptation mech-
anism, Ferwerda et al. use data from a series of psycho-physical
experiments to build a visual response model. The method is based
on a threshold-versus-intensity (tvi) function, which is derived from
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an experiment on detection thresholds over the full range of vi-
sion (scotopic and photopic). This is complemented with previ-
ously published data on changes in color appearance (spectral sen-
sitivities), changes in visual acuity (ability to resolve spatial de-
tail) over luminances, and adaptation over time (detection threshold
over time during light and dark adaptation). A computational model
is then built on the experimental data, in order to predict the behav-
ior of the HVS in terms of visibility, color appearance and clarity
of scene features. The prediction is made at a given background lu-
minance and due to adaptation over time. The model uses the con-
cept by Ward [War94a], where just notable differences (JNDs) are
matched before and after tone-mapping. However, the matching is
performed separately for rods and cones, and additional function-
alities are added to account for visual acuity and adaptation over
time.

Interactive walk-through TMO, Durand and Dorsey [DD00]: Du-
rand design a method for interactive tone-mapping of computer
generated walk-throughs. The TMO thus focuses on achieving in-
teractivity. It uses a two-pass method in order to suit an online
rendering engine. In the first step a down-sampled, low resolution,
rendering is performed in the log domain to determine an adapta-
tion level. This is used in the second step to perform rendering and
appropriate tone-mapping. The operator is based on the work by
Ferwerda et al. [FPSG96], but with extensions such as blue-shift
for viewing night scenes and chromatic adaptation. The light adap-
tation is performed using an exponential filter based on data from
Adelson [Ade82] and Hayhoe et al. [HBH87]. The chromatic adap-
tation is modeled by filtering per-channel adaptation levels over
time. Finally, flares are simulated, and loss of acuity is modeled
in the same manner as in the Visual adaptation TMO [FPSG96].

Time-adaptation TMO, Pattanaik et al. [PTYG00]: Pattanaik et al.
present a model for efficient modeling of the time-adaptation mech-
anisms of the HVS. It is based on data from the psycho-physical
measurements by Hunt [Hun95]. Using an adaptation model fol-
lowed by an appearance model, the response of an image is sim-
ulated. Subsequently these are followed by the inverse appearance
and adaptation models, in order to map the response to the dis-
play device. In the adaptation model, static responses are com-
puted separately for cones and rods using sigmoid functions (Equa-
tion 5). Time adaptation is then modeled using exponential smooth-
ing filters, with a decay fitted to data from Crawford [Cra37]. The
data roughly agrees with the measurements by Adelson [Ade82]
and Hayhoe et al. [HBH87]. Additionally, time-dependent pigment
bleaching factors are included. In total four filters are used, for neu-
ral and photo-chemical mechanisms in both the rod and cone sys-
tems.

Temporal exposure TMO, Kang et al. [KUWS03]: Kang et al. pro-
pose a technique for capturing HDR video by alternating the ex-
posure time temporally, from frame to frame. In order to recon-
struct an HDR video, the frames are interpolated using optical flow,
to provide two different exposures in each frame. For display of
the reconstructed video a temporal filtering procedure is added to
the Photographic TMO [RSSF02]. The tone-curve of the Photo-

graphic TMO is formulated using a sigmoid mapping on the fol-
lowing form:

T =
Ls

1+Ls

(

1+
Ls

L2
white

)

, (12)

where Ls = aL/κ, with κ being the geometric mean. The mean
can potentially change quickly from frame to frame, causing flick-
ering artifacts. To alleviate such problems, κ is evaluated over a
fixed number of frames, effectively performing a uniform filtering
over time,

κ = exp

(

1
N

∑
s,t

log(ε+L)

)

. (13)

Here, s runs over all spatial pixel positions, and t goes over a set
of frames. ε is a small constant to avoid singular values.

Time-dependent GPU TMO, Goodnight et al. [GWWH03]: Ad-
dressing the problem of high computational complexity associ-
ated with local tone-mapping operators, Goodnight et al. describe
a GPU acceleration of the Photographic TMO [RSSF02]. The
method is able to achieve local tone-mapping at interactive framer-
ates using the available hardware in the early 2000s, which means
that today real-time performance should be no problem. As for the
temporal behavior of the tone-mapping, a similar time-adaptation
model is used as in the Interactive walk-through TMO [DD00], with
an exponential low-pass filter.

Adaptive temporal TMO, Ramsey et al. [RJIH04]: Ramsey et
al. also present a method to complement the Photographic TMO

[RSSF02] with temporal adaptation. In the same way as in the Tem-

poral exposure TMO [KUWS03], the geometric mean is calculated
over time according to Equation 13. However, a dynamic range of
frames are used, so that only the neighboring frames that have a
similar mean value as the current frame are used. Effectively, this
makes for an edge preserving temporal filtering that allows for fast
adaptation when the input changes quickly.

Local adaptation TMO, Ledda et al. [LSC04]: Similar to the Time-

adaptation TMO [PTYG00], Ledda et al. use retinal responses de-
rived from experimental data. These are computed separately for
the cones and rods using a sigmoid curve (Equation 5). However,
in order to derive local responses, this is done separately for each
pixel. To this end, a bilateral filter is used for deriving local adap-
tation levels which are used in the response functions. In order to
model the time-course of local adaptation, the adaptation levels are
filtered over time using exponential filters. Different filters are used
for cones and rods, and for dark and light adaptation.

The operator was evaluated for changes in lighting in static
scenes, but for dynamic scenes the local temporal filtering of adap-
tation levels often results in ghosting artifacts.

Mal-adaptation TMO, Irawan et al. [IFM05]: Irawan et al. present
a VSS model for tone-mapping of HDR video which includes
the state of mal-adaptation of the HVS. It attempts to match
the scene visibility, while adapting over time using a model
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Figure 6: Threshold versus intensity and adaptation (tvia) function
used in the Mal-adaptation TMO, [IFM05], for 5 different adapta-
tion levels La. The tvi (dashed curve) approximately corresponds to
the lower envelope of the tvia curves. (Image courtesy of Irawan et
al. [IFM05]).

that accounts for both neural mechanisms and photo-pigment
bleaching/regeneration. Furthermore, as it is able to model mal-
adaptation, the TMO does not assume that the HVS is perfectly
adapted to the current luminance level.

The visibility matching was taken from the method by Ward et
al. [WLRP97]. It uses histogram adjustment to perform tone repro-
duction, but restricts the adjustments to the limitations in sensitiv-
ity of the eye with the help of a function for detection thresholds
over luminances (tvi). Irawan et al. complement this tone-curve
with the model of temporal adaptation from the Time-adaptation

TMO [PTYG00]. Furthermore, they extend the threshold model
to use a tvia (threshold versus intensity and adaptation) function,
in order to model mal-adaptation. The tvia is derived numerically,
from requiring that a change in luminance by the JND ∆L, should
yield a change ∆R in the response function. That is,

R(L+∆L(L,σ(L)),σ(L))−R(L,σ(L)) = ∆R . (14)

The response curve R is formulated with a sigmoid function, and
∆L(L,σ(La)) is the tvia at adaptation level La. Some of the thresh-
old curves of a mal-adapted HVS are shown in Figure 6. These were
also confirmed to be inline with the probe-on-flash experiments by
Walraven et al. [WECH∗90] that measure threshold visibility of a
mal-adapted HVS. The method also works as a low vision simula-
tor, demonstrating the image as perceived by an HVS with visual
impairments.

Perceptual effects TMO, Krawczyk et al. [KMS05b]: Similar to the
Time-dependent GPU TMO [GWWH03], Krawczyk et al. construct
a video TMO that is based on the Photographic TMO [RSSF02].
One of the main objectives is also to achieve local tone-mapping
with real-time performance. However, the method augments the
Photographic TMO with a set of perceptual effects. As the Pho-

tographic TMO requires building a Gaussian pyramid for deriving

local adaptation levels in the tone-mapping, additional effects that
are based on this construction can be added with little computa-
tional overhead. Taking advantage of this observation, visual acuity
and veiling luminance are included in the framework. Furthermore,
the loss of color perception in the range of scotopic vision is also
modeled.

Temporal adaptation is performed using an exponentially de-
caying function for filtering the adaptation level over time, in the
same way as in the Interactive walk-through TMO [DD00]. How-
ever, instead of performing separate computations for the rods and
cones, one single time-constant is used. This is interpolated from
time-constants of the cones and rods based on the sensitivity of the
rods. Finally, to achieve real-time performance the operator is im-
plemented in graphics hardware.

Gradient domain TMO, Wang et al. [WRA05]: Wang et al. use
a capturing device termed a split aperture camera. This is a rig
with 3 CCD sensor cameras that simultanously can capture differ-
ent ranges of luminances from the same scene. The radiance map
for each frame is recovered with standard techniques, and the pur-
pose is to use the resulting HDR video to exploit both spatial and
temporal domains in the tone-mapping.

For tone-mapping, the gradient domain method of Fattal et al. is
used [FLW02]. The method attenuates the image gradients ∇Hk

s at
different scales k at pixel position s, according to the scale factor
ϕk

s ,

ϕk
s =

α

||∇Hk
s ||

(

||∇Hk
s ||

α

)β

. (15)

The modified gradient field Gs = Φs∇Hs, where Φ is the com-
bined attenuation factor over all k, is then used to solve for the
tone-mapped values T according to the Poisson equation,

∇2
T = div G . (16)

The difference compared to the original method though, is that
the gradient field is in three dimensions, extending both spatially
and over time. Solving the Poisson equation in 3D results in a con-
sistent result over time in terms of scaling and shift, as opposed
to a per-frame solution. For efficiency, the 3D Poisson equation
is solved using a diagonal multi-grid technique. However, for the
tone-mapping only the spatial gradients are attenuated since a tem-
poral attenuation can cause motion blur.

Virtual exposures TMO, Bennett and McMillan [BM05]: The vir-

tual exposure camera is designed as a filtering approach for video
denoising. It performs a bilateral filtering both spatially and over
time in order to reduce image noise. With this filter, Bennett and
McMillan propose to integrate a video tone-mapping operator that
uses the spatial bilateral filter for detail preservation [DD02]. To
this end, each frame is decomposed into base and details layers.
The base layer is tone-mapped using a tone-curve that draws inspi-
rations from the method by Drago et al. [DMAC03], performing a
logarithmic mapping. Subsequently the preserved details are added
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back (see Equation 8). However, in order to reduce noise and help
on increasing temporal coherency, a separate bilateral filter is em-
ployed in the time domain. For a pixel s in frame t, the temporal
filtering can be formulated as follows, where the filter support is
2d +1 frames wide in the time domain:

L̃s,t =
1
Ḡ

t+d

∑
r=t−d

Gσa (||Ls,t −Ls,r||)Gσb(|t − r|)Ls,r . (17)

Gσ denotes a Gaussian kernel, and Ḡ is a normalization factor of
the bilateral kernels. The per-pixel temporal filtering stops at strong
edges over time, in order to avoid problems with motion blur.

Cone model TMO, van Hateren [vH06]: As opposed to the pre-
viously published VSS tone-mapping methods, which use experi-
mental data to model the HVS, van Hateren presents an approach
that uses actual quantitative measurements. The operator is based
on a system that dynamically models primate cones and horizontal
cells [vH05]. This system is built upon quantitative measurements
performed on cells in the macaque retina [SPLD01, LDSP03]. As
the macaque retina operates in a nearly identical way as the human
counterpart, the model is assumed to work as a good representation
of the functionality of the human cones. Since the measurements
are from the cones only, photopic vision is assumed and the influ-
ence of the rods is disregarded. Furthermore, a constant pupil size is
assumed. In practice, the tone-mapping is perform with a sigmoid
tone-curve (Equation 5).

The operator describes a dynamic response, modeling the cones
over time. Motivated by the neural mechanisms, and especially in-
tegration of the cones over time, a temporal per-pixel low-pass fil-
ter is utilized. This also alleviates problems with image noise, at the
cost of introducing motion blur for moving objects.

Block matching TMO, Lee and Kim [LK07]: Lee and Kim present
a method for video tone-mapping based on the same idea as in the
Gradient domain TMO [WRA05]. That is, the tone-mapping is per-
formed in the gradient domain, with gradients extending both spa-
tially and over time. The gradients are attenuated according to the
gradient domain compression by Fattal et al. [FLW02]. However,
as opposed to Wang et al., who only attenuate spatial gradients,
Lee and Kim also modify the temporal gradients. In order to do
so without introducing motion-blur, a block matching algorithm is
used to allow for motion compensation. Given the estimated mo-
tion vvvs,t of a pixel s, from frame t−1 to frame t, a cost function can
be formulated as

C = ∑
s

(

Ls,t −Ls−vvvs,t ,t−1
)2

. (18)

The cost increases with dissimilar values of the pixels in two
frames that should correspond to the same physical object point,
which means that the motion estimation is potentially unreliable.
The cost C is then used in the Poisson equation to smooth gradi-
ents along the motion paths of the scene points. The result is an
enforced temporal coherency and noise reduction. That is, not only
is the method designed to not introduce any temporal artifacts, but

Figure 7: The formulation of tone-mapping as an optimization
problem in the Display adaptive TMO [MDK08]. Image enhance-
ments of the input HDR are also included, which could optionally
be used in order to achieve sharper and more colorful images. (Im-
age courtesy of Mantiuk et al. [MDK08]).

temporal flickering or incoherence problems of the input sequence
are also alleviated.

Display adaptive TMO, Mantiuk et al. [MDK08]: Mantiuk et al.
formulate tone-mapping as an optimization problem, for maximiz-
ing the similarity between the input HDR image and the tone-
mapped image as viewed on a specific display device, see Figure 7.
In order to estimate the luminance emitted from the display, the
model in Equation 1 is used. With this information, a non-linear
optimization problem is formulated. The objective is to minimize
the squared difference between the contrast response of the origi-
nal image and that after tone-mapping. That is, for the optimization
the difference between the displayed image Ld and the HDR input
is measured in terms of their estimated contrast responses. These
are computed from an HVS contrast perception model. However,
rather than minimizing the per-pixel differences, the optimization
uses the conditional probability density function of contrasts, esti-
mated from histograms at different levels in a Laplacian pyramid.
The optimization is subject to the tone-curve being an increasing
function that maps luminances to the available dynamic range of
the display. Finally, the problem is solved iteratively as a quadratic
programming problem.

As for temporal adaptation, the nodes of the derived tone-curves
are filtered over time using a low-pass filter.

Retina model TMO, Benoit et al. [BAHC09]: Benoit et al. design
a VSS operator that models the early stages of the HVS. It de-
scribes operations in the cellular layers which process the response
from the entry point at the photoreceptors and down to the gan-
glion cells output, complemented with spatio-temporal filters of the
retina. The operator is developed from the models by Hérault and
Durette [HD07] and Meylan et al. [MAS07]. These account for low
level processes in the retina, including local adaptation properties.

First, local responses of the photo-receptors are modeled with
sigmoid functions, where local adaptation levels come from spa-
tial low-pass filtering of the image. The responses are then passed
through a spatio-temporal filter, simulating the processing occur-
ring in the Outer Plexiform Layer (OPL) [HD07]. This OPL fil-
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ter can be considered as a difference between two low-pass spatio-
temporal filters, and yields whitening of the image frequency spec-
trum. That is, it moves the spectrum of low frequencies towards
higher frequencies and vice versa. The filter is argued to benefit
noise reduction by low-pass filtering high frequencies, and to yield
better temporal stability through filtering of the local adaptation
levels over time. As a final step of the tone-mapping pipeline, the
outputs from the OPL spatio-temporal filtering are fed to the gan-
glion cells response model. Similar to the initial photo-receptors,
this is modeled using sigmoid functions, but utilizing different pa-
rameters.

As an additional operation, colors are processed by performing
an initial spatial multiplexing – or mosaicing – of color images be-
fore the tone-mapping process. As a final step, colors are restored
from a de-multiplexing, or de-mosaicing, step. The objective is to
achieve a color constancy effect, motivated by the separate pro-
cessing of the chromatic cone responses (L, M and S cones) in the
retina [MAS07].

Local mal-adaptation TMO, Pajak et al. [PCA∗10]: While the
Mal-adaptation TMO simulates the effect of mal-adaptation in the
HVS, this is done on a global level [IFM05]. The Local adaptation

TMO on the other hand, models local adaptation levels but not the
effect of mal-adaptation [LSC04]. With the Local mal-adaptation

TMO, Pajak et al. present a model that accounts for spatially vary-
ing mal-adaptation. The model includes supra-threshold mecha-
nisms such as visual masking. Furthermore, luminance adaptation
and contrast sensitivity are derived as a function of spatial fre-
quency. The spatial frequency sensitivity model uses the contrast
sensitivity function (CSF) from the visible differences predictor
(VDP) by Daly [Dal92]. Simulation of the time-course of adap-
tation is done similarly as in the Mal-adaptation TMO, but on a
per-pixel level utilizing exponential filters. The simulation can be
evaluated efficiently, as demonstrated with the use of a real-time
GPU implementation.

Flicker reduction TMO, Guthier et al. [GKEE11]: Guthier et al.
focus on reducing flickering artifacts in already tone-mapped video
material, employing a post-processing procedure. In a tone-mapped
sequence, flickering is detected when the difference between key
values κt (Equation 13) is above a certain threshold H for two con-
secutive frames, |κt −κt−1|> H. The threshold is formulated from
Stevens’ power law [Ste62], H = ∆L = kL1/3, where k is deter-
mined experimentally. For frames that are above the threshold, the
brightness is changed iteratively until the key value falls into the
range of acceptable brightness change, κt ∈ [κt−1 −H,κt−1 +H].
The method is applicable to any TMO which only suffers from
global brightness incoherence, but is demonstrated on three pre-
viously published operators by Ward et al. [War94a,WLRP97] and
Reinhard et al. [RSSF02].

Real-time automatic TMO, Kiser et al. [KRTT12]: Recognizing
the inherent problems in tone-mapping of camera captured HDR
video, Kiser et al. suggest two modifications of the Photographic

TMO [RSSF02] with automated parameter estimation [Rei02].
First, based on the image histogram the black and white levels of
the input image are clamped before the tone-mapping. This is in
order to better utilize the available dynamic range of the display
device, which otherwise potentially could be affected by extreme

values. Second, a leaky integrator is used for filtering parameters
over time, which corresponds to an exponential averaging low-
pass filter similar to the one used in the Interactive walk-through

TMO [DD00]. The resulting operator allows for efficient imple-
mentation with real-time performance and automatically derived
parameters.

Color appearance TMO, Reinhard et al. [RPK∗12]: Reinhard et
al. take inspiration from both color appearance modeling, tone-
mapping and lightness perception, in order to construct an appear-
ance calibration algorithm. The goal is to match image appearance
in terms of photo-receptor responses, including local aspects of
lightness perception. The matching is done with respect to room
illumination as well as the display characteristics.

The appearance reproduction is performed from parameters de-
scribing the adapting luminance, maximum luminance, adapting
white point, maximum white point and the degree of adaptation.
These 5 parameters are kept separate for scene, display and view-
ing environment. The scene parameters are estimated from the in-
put, while the others are tuned to specify the display environment
for which to calibrate the input. Furthermore, the scene parameter
estimation is localized to image regions calculated from the median
cut algorithm [Deb08].

The final tone-mapping algorithm is formulated from a photo-
receptor sigmoid response model, using the different environment
parameters. For temporal stability a leaky integration is performed
of the adaptation parameters, effectively performing an exponential
filtering over time. Finally, the appearance reproduction is validated
against a set of color datasets.

Temporal coherence TMO, Boitard et al. [BBC∗12]: Apart from
temporal flickering, Boitard et al. identify two additional poten-
tial problems in video tone-mapping. The first is termed object

inchoherency, and concerns changes in the luminance of an ob-
ject in the tone-mapped sequence; changes that do not correspond
to the original HDR sequence, but occur due to varying image
statistics. The second is called brightness inchoherency, and de-
scribes changes in overall brightness over time; the brightest frame
in the HDR sequence do not always yield the brightest tone-mapped
frame. In order to enforce a tone-mapping that preserves these
properties, Boitard et al. propose to consider the entire HDR and
tone-mapped sequences in a post-processing step, rather than oper-
ating locally in the time domain. For each frame t the key values κL

t

and κT
t are calculated (Equation 13), corresponding to the HDR and

tone-mapped sequences, respectively. The key value of each frame
of the tone-mapped sequence are then anchored to the maximum
key value of the entire input HDR sequence, using a global scaling
τ of the frames, T̃ = τT , according to

τ =
κL

t κT
max

κL
max κT

t

. (19)

A blending value is also used on the scaling, in order to relax
this anchoring and allowing smaller deviations from the input max-
imum key value,

τ = τmin +(1− τmin)τ . (20)
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The post-processing means that the algorithm is applicable to
any TMO that only suffers from global incoherencies. However,
Boitard et al. uses the tone-curve from the Photographic TMO

[RSSF02], which allows for a slightly simplified formulation of the
scaling. The post-processing adjustment using a brightness scaling
is similar to the Flicker reduction TMO [GKEE11]. However, it
considers the entire sequence in order to enforce object and bright-
ness coherency, and does so by comparing to the input HDR se-
quence. This comes at the cost of reduced overall brightness over
the video sequence, since most frames will be down-scaled in or-
der to maintain a constant relative brightness as compared to the
brightest input frame.

Zonal coherence TMO, Boitard et al. [BCTB14b]: In order to im-
prove the results of the Temporal coherence TMO, in the Zonal

coherence TMO Boitard et al. augment the method with additional
features to perform the processing on separate segments in the lu-
minance domain. Since preserving overall temporal brightness co-
herency results in reduced global brightness and contrast in all but
the brightest frame, the objective of the new operator is to do this
locally. And since a spatial segmentation would be difficult, espe-
cially to maintain coherent over the sequence, this is done in the
luminance domain.

To segment into different luminance zones, for each frame the
image histogram in the log domain is used. First the local maxima
of the histogram is detected, and the local minima in between are
defined to be the zone boundaries. In each of these zones key val-
ues are calculated separately. However, these zonal key values may
change rapidly between frames, potentially causing flickering ar-
tifacts. To mitigate this problem, zones are calculated so that the
boundaries are consistent throughout the sequence. This is done by
calculating a sequence histogram from all the zonal key values in
all frames, and once again perform the segmentation, arriving at
a new set of zones. Finally, using the key values of these zones,
the scaling adjustment from the Temporal coherence TMO (Equa-
tion 19) is performed separately for each of the luminance zones. To
avoid problems at zone boundaries, the scaling ratios τ are blended
between adjacent zones when close to the boundaries.

Motion path filtering TMO, Aydin et al. [ASC∗14]: The approach
taken by Aydin et al. is motivated by the problems common to
video tone-mapping of camera captured material [EWMU13], and
specifically the problem of reproducing local contrast while not in-
troducing local temporal incoherence. In order to locally tone-map
a sequence while enforcing local temporal coherency, the method
is designed as a spatio-temporal filtering framework. The founda-
tion of the framework is per-pixel motion estimation from an op-
tical flow computation, that gives motion vectors vvvs,t↔r for each
pixel s, between frames t and r. Using this vector field, a motion-
compensated filtering over time can be performed for each pixel,
over a 2d +1 window in time, r ∈ [t −d, t +d], according to

L̃s,t =
1
H̄

t+d

∑
r=t−d

H
(

||Ls,t −Ls−vvvs,t↔r ,r||
)

Ls−vvvs,t↔r ,r . (21)

For t = r the vector field is vvvs,t↔t = 0. The kernel H, used for fil-
tering along the motion paths, is described from a Lorentzian edge-
stopping function. It uses the difference between the current pixel
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Figure 8: The pipeline of the Motion path filtering TMO [ASC∗14].
Spatial and temporal filterings are used to decompose and tone-map
the input sequence. (Image courtesy of Aydin et al. [ASC∗14]).

in frame t and the motion-compensated pixel from frame r, as a
stopping criteria. Its purpose is to limit the filtering at strong tem-
poral edges or were the optical flow fails.

As illustrated in Figure 8, the tone-mapping is performed by sep-
arating an input frame into a base and a detail layer, according to
Equation 8. However, both the base layer and the original frame
are filtered temporally using Equation 21, before extracting the de-
tail layer. The edge-preserving filter used for estimating the base
layer is formulated as an iterative smoothing procedure. Further-
more, compression of the base layer is done either by scaling in the
log domain, or utilizing the tone-curve by Drago et al. [DMAC03].

The filtering procedure attempts at enforcing local temporal co-
herence of the tone-mapping, including temporal artifacts already
present in the input sequence. A positive side effect is also a re-
duced level of camera noise.

Hybrid TMO, Shahid et al. [SLF∗15]: Shahid et al. propose the
use of a hybrid tone-mapping scheme, which utilizes two different
TMOs in order to tone-map the same frame in an HDR sequence.
The image is segmented into regions containing high-intensity
changes, using a directional filter bank edge-detection algorithm
[ATJ12]. These regions are subsequently tone-mapped using the
iCAM06 TMO [KJF07], which is able to render well-preserved de-
tails due to local processing. In the remaining regions of the frame,
the histogram adjustment from Ward et al. [WLRP97] is used. In or-
der to handle temporal aspects, the tone-mapped frames are scaled
to enforce the difference in average intensity between consecutive
frames not to deviate above a predefined threshold, similar to the
technique in the Flicker reduction TMO [GKEE11].

Noise-aware TMO, Eilertsen et al. [EMU15]: With a starting point
in the authors’ earlier survey and evaluation [EWMU13], Eilertsen
et al. present a set of techniques for addressing the problems that it
indicated as commonly appearing when tone-mapping camera cap-
tured HDR video material. The aim is to arrive at an efficient and
temporally stable video tone-mapping method, that could handle
large compression of dynamic range while maintaining local con-
trast and without increasing the visibility of camera noise.

For detail preservation, Equation 8 is used with a filter specif-
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ically designed for the objective of tone-mapping. It is motivated
from recognizing that standard edge-preserving filters, designed for
purposes such as noise reduction, can reveal artifacts in some sit-
uations. The problem of detail extraction for tone-mapping is con-
ceptually different, requiring a filter response at a large scale, and
where the filtered output is not the final result. In order to effi-
ciently extract details without artifacts, a simplification from a uni-
fied formulation of bilateral filtering and anisotropic diffusion is
suggested, that can not show the type of reconstruction problems
associated with anisotropic 0-order filters.

For the tone-mapping, a tone-curve is derived for preserving the
contrasts of the original sequence as close as possible. This is for-
mulated as an optimization problem, with the objective of minimiz-
ing the distortions of contrasts under the mapping of luminances.
For an input contrast G and the corresponding contrast G̃ after tone-
mapping, the expected value of the squared distortions (G− G̃)2 is
expressed from the distribution of contrasts p(G|L) over log lumi-
nances L, as

E[||G− G̃||22] =
∫

p(L)
∫
(G− G̃)2

p(G|L)dGdL . (22)

The equation represents an L2 optimization problem that can be
solved efficiently by parameterizing the tone-curve, and using the
image histogram to describe p(L). The general concept is similar to
the contrast optimization in the Display adaptive TMO [MDK08].
However, the formulation allows for a significant reduction in com-
plexity. To ensure smooth changes over time, the nodes of the tone-
curves are filtered over time, either using a low-pass IIR or an edge-
stop filter.

As illustrated in Figure 5, the mapping under a tone-curve can
reveal noise that is invisible in the original sequence. To prevent
this from happening, a concept of noise-awareness is introduced.
The idea is to include a model of the image noise as a salience term
in the optimization of the tone-curve in Equation 22. Furthermore,
the extracted detail layer is also scaled according to the visibility of
noise. The effect of the two mechanisms is to conceal the noise to
make sure that it do not exceed the visibility threshold of the HVS.

As a final step of the tone-mapping process, the tone-mapped
frames are passed through an inverse display model, Equation 1, in
order to adapt the result to a certain display device.

Noisy log sensor TMO, Li et al. [LSRJ16]: Li et al. describe a
histogram adjustment TMO, in the same manner as the work by
Ward et al. [WLRP97]. The method uses the cumulative distri-
bution function derived from the image histogram to formulate a
tone-curve. While Ward et al. use the capabilities of the HVS as
a threshold for clipping the image histogram before calculating a
tone-curve, Li et al. instead use a noise model for the purpose of
not increasing the visibility of image noise in the tone-mapping.
The TMO is specifically tailored for processing of video from a
logarithmic CMOS sensor in real-time. For temporal adaptation,
the histogram bins are filtered over time, employing an exponential
low-pass filter.

K-means clustering TMO, Oskarsson [Osk16]: Based on the au-
thor’s previous work [Osk15], Oskarsson proposes to extend a clus-
tering based TMO for the purpose of tone-mapping of HDR video.

Given an input HDR frame composed of a set of N intensity lev-
els, the objective is to assign K < N output levels, minimizing the
distance D(N,K) as compared to the original image,

D(N,K) = min
T1,...,TK

N

∑
i=1

p(Li)min
j
|Li −Tj|

2 . (23)

Here, L ∈ {L1, ...,LN} and T ∈ {T1, ...,TK} are the input and
output values, respectively, and p(L) is the image histogram. The
optimization minimizes the weighted distances between input val-
ues L and the limited output levels T , yielding a set of K rep-
resentative clusters. That is, the tone-mapping is formulated as a
one-dimensional weighted K-means clustering problem. Using a
dynamic programming approach it is demonstrated that the global
optima can be found iteratively with computational complexity pro-
portional to KN2. Typically, K is set to 256 for a standard display,
and the clustering is followed by a mapping of the K levels to dis-
play values l = {0, ...,255}.

To account for temporal changes, the tone-curve derived from
the K-means clustering is calculated separately for some key-
frames distributed throughout an HDR video sequence. The clus-
tering used to derive tone-curves at the specific key-frames is based
not only on the pixels of the key-frame itself, but from a combined
set of frames around it. The tone-curves in-between the key-frames
are then computed from linear interpolation of the tone-curves at
the nearest key-frames.

7. Quantitative comparison

Assessing and comparing the quality of the many existing tone-
mapping algorithms is problematic since the end result is judged
by subjective measures. In order to provide a relative subjective
quality rating experiments can be conducted, where the TMOs are
compared by visual inspection from a set of participants. A num-
ber of such evaluations have been performed [DMMS02,YBMS05,
LCTS05,KYL∗07,AFR∗07,ČWNA08,KHF10], and also including
video TMOs [PM13, EWMU13, MBDC14]. We refer to our pre-
vious description [DCMM16, Ch. 7] for the details on evaluation
of tone-mapping operators, and specifically those for HDR video.
However, one of the problems with such evaluations is that the ex-
periments always have to be restricted to a small number of TMOs
and intents. Given the wide range of operators, it would be an over-
whelming undertaking to assess the quality of all.

In this section we provide a brief comparative assessment of
a set of the video TMOs in Section 6. However, in order to
tabulate the strengths and weaknesses of the individual opera-
tors, we do this on a qualitative level using a set of objective
measures. In this way we also avoid the difficulties in perform-
ing a subjective study. It should also be mentioned that there
are examples of metrics for objective quality assessment of tone-
mapped images [AMMS08, YW10, YW13] and video sequences
[AvMS10, YWZ∗16]. Although such quality indexes has shown to
correlate with data from subjective evaluations, the heuristics in-
volved in the quality prediction can not account for all the com-
plex processes involved in a subjective comparison. Furthermore,
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Operator Categorization Estimated performance
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Visual adaptation TMO [FPSG96] Linear VSS Global Global Real-time

Interactive walk-through TMO [DD00] Linear VSS Local Global Real-time – – – –

Time-adaptation TMO [PTYG00] Sigmoid VSS Global Global Real-time

Temporal exposure TMO [KUWS03] Sigmoid BSQ Local Global Interactive – – – –

Time-dependent GPU TMO [GWWH03] Sigmoid BSQ Local Global Real-time – – – –

Adaptive temporal TMO [RJIH04] Sigmoid BSQ Global Global Interactive – – – –

Local adaptation TMO [LSC04] Sigmoid VSS Local Local1 Offline

Mal-adaptation TMO [IFM05] Hist. based2 VSS Global Global Interactive

Perceptual effects TMO [KMS05b] Sigmoid VSS Local Global Real-time – – – –

Gradient domain TMO [WRA05] Grad. domain3 BSQ Local Local4 Offline – – – –

Virtual exposures TMO [BM05] Logarithmic BSQ Local Local5 Offline

Cone model TMO [vH06] Sigmoid VSS Global Local1 Offline

Block matching TMO [LK07] Grad. domain3 BSQ Local Local4 Offline – – – –

Display adaptive TMO [MDK08] Hist. based2 SRP Global Global Offline

Retina model TMO [BAHC09] Sigmoid VSS Local Local1 Offline

Local mal-adaptation TMO [PCA∗10] Sigmoid VSS Local Local Real-time – – – –

Flicker reduction TMO [GKEE11] –6 SRP –6 Global7 Offline – – – –

Real-time automatic TMO [KRTT12] Sigmoid BSQ Global Global Real-time – – – –

Color appearance TMO [RPK∗12] Sigmoid SRP Local Global Offline

Temporal coherence TMO [BBC∗12] –6 SRP –6 Global7 Offline

Zonal coherence TMO [BCTB14b] –6 SRP Local Local7 Offline

Motion path filtering TMO [ASC∗14] Logarithmic BSQ Local Local8 Offline

Hybrid TMO [SLF∗15] Sigm./hist. based BSQ Local Global Real-time – – – –

Noise-aware TMO [EMU15] Hist. based2 SRP Local Global Real-time

Noisy log sensor TMO [LSRJ16] Hist. based2 SRP Global Global Real-time – – – –

K-means clustering TMO [Osk16] Hist. based2 SRP Global Global Interactive – – – –

1 Per-pixel low-pass filter
2 Content-adaptive tone-curve formulated using the image histogram
3 Tone-curve applied in the gradient domain, based on the gradient magnitudes
4 3D Poisson solver
5 Per-pixel bilateral filter
6 Applicable to any TMO, alleviating global temporal incoherence
7 Scaling in a post-processing step
8 Per-pixel filtering along motion paths

Table 1: List of HDR video tone-mapping operators, classified and with quantitatively measured expected performance provided for a subset
of the operators. The performance measures have been estimated as described in Section 7. Please note that these only provide indicative
evidence of the different properties; they are estimated from a limited amount of data, and are not guaranteed to generalize to all HDR video
sequences. For a description of each of the TMOs, see Section 6.
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(a) TMO I, normalization 1 (Equation 24)
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(b) TMO I, normalization 2 (Equation 25)
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(c) TMO I, normalization 3 (Equation 26)
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(d) TMO II, normalization 1 (Equation 24)
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(e) TMO II, normalization 2 (Equation 25)
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(f) TMO II, normalization 3 (Equation 26)

Figure 9: Normalization for calculating temporal coherence. The rows show two different TMOs, and the columns three different normaliza-
tion techniques. Plotted are the mean log values of HDR and tone-mapped frames, for a local temporal neighborhood of 5 frames, and before
and after normalization. The temporal coherence is estimated as the cross-correlation of the normalized signals. From a visual inspection,
TMO II is temporally stable, while TMO I shows some flickering tendencies. However, it is only the normalization in Equation 26 that is
capable of revealing this fact. The legend in (f) applies to all the sub-figures.

our objective is to evaluate some specific properties, not the overall
subjective quality.

Our previous evaluation [EWMU13] concluded that the video
TMOs under consideration either suffered from temporal incoher-
ence (flickering, ghosting, etc.), lacked in local contrast, or in-
creased the visibility of noise. We take these three properties as sub-
jects for our qualitative evaluation, and complement with a fourth
measurement to estimate the amount of over- and under-exposure.
These are meant to indicate how well the TMOs can be expected
to render a well-exposed tone-mapping with good local contrast,
without showing temporal artifacts or revealing camera noise.

Our evaluation is similar to the approach by Čadík et al., where
a set of image attributes were combined to create a quality mea-
sure [ČWNA06]. The attributes were measured in a subjective ex-
periment, and different combinations were fitted to the estimated
overall quality. The attributes included brightness, contrast, details

and colors. In our evaluation, however, we design quantitative mea-
sures to estimate the attributes. The intention is not to generate a
single quality score, but rather to evaluate the operators in terms
of the different attributes. Furthermore, as we deal with video we
include a very important attribute for temporal coherence.

Next, we describe the four measurements we use to estimate tem-

poral coherence, contrast, noise visibility and exposure. We then
present results of applying these on a set of the video TMOs.

7.1. Objective measures

Temporal coherence Evaluating the temporal coherence of a
TMO is a matter of comparing the tone-mapped sequence to the

input HDR, deducing their correlation over time. The problem is
how to account for transformations that the measure should be in-
variant to, such as scaling, exponentiation, temporal adaptation etc.

In order to quantitatively estimate temporal inconsistencies, a
natural measure is the linear dependence of the HDR and tone-
mapped signals, using their cross-correlation. For a normalized
measure this can be calculated using the Pearson correlation co-
efficient,

ρ1(Lt ,Tt) =
1

2d

t+d

∑
r=t−d

Lr −µLt

σLt

Tr −µTt

σTt

. (24)

Lt and Tt denote the logarithmic HDR and tone-mapped values,
respectively, taken from frame t. T is evaluated from the final dis-
play value l as T = log lγ. The linear dependence is evaluated over
a local neighborhood in time, r ∈ {t − d, ..., t + d}. σt and µt are
used to normalize both signals to have the same mean and stan-
dard deviation within the temporal neighborhood {t −d, ..., t +d}.
The measure can be applied per-pixel, Lt = Lt,s, or using the mean
value in each frame, Lt = ∑s Lt,s/N, in order to estimate the local
or global temporal incoherencies, respectively.

One of the key properties of a video TMO is its ability to adapt
to the input over time, based on statistics of the HDR sequence.
This means that in practice the mean value, or a pixel value, can
change over time in an opposite direction to the input HDR. This
is not accounted for in Equation 24, as demonstrated in Figure 9(a)
and (d). From this observation, we proceed to make the measure
invariant to local linear changes over time. To this end, instead of
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(a) Time-adaptation TMO, [PTYG00] (b) Local adaptation TMO, [LSC04] (c) Virtual exposures TMO, [BM05]

(d) Display adaptive TMO, [MDK08] (e) Temporal coherence TMO, [BCTB14b] (f) Motion path filtering TMO, [ASC∗14]

Figure 10: Examples of measured local (per-pixel) temporal coherence, where blue and red corresponds to good and poor coherence,
respectively. The examples demonstrate three TMOs that have problems with local temporal coherence (a)-(c), and three that show good
coherence (d)-(f). Even though local incoherence is mostly associated with local TMOs (b)-(c), the global operator in (a) also suffers from
incoherence due to amplified noise in the darker parts of the image. The frames are taken from measurements using Equation 26 on tone-
mappings of the Showgirl HDR video sequence in Figure 19.

only using a 0-order normalization (the mean value µ) in the mea-
sure, we perform a 1-order normalization from a linear regression,
fitting a line segment w(r − t) + µ to the values of Lr and Tr at
r ∈ {t −d, ... , t +d},

ρ2(Lt ,Tt) = ρ1
(

L̂t , T̂t

)

,

L̂r = Lr −wLt
(r− t)−µLt

,

T̂r = Tr −wTt
(r− t)−µTt

.

(25)

Here, wLt
and wTt

are the coefficients estimated from the linear
regressions over Lt and Tt , respectively. This formulation makes the
coherence measure invariant to locally linear changes, see Figure 9.
However, if the standard deviation σL̂t

of the corrected input L̂t is
small, the normalization in Equation 24 may amplify small-scale
differences between the signals, as exemplified in Figure 9(e). For
this reason, we scale L̂t to have the same variance as T̂t . Then, the
original slope wLt

(r− t) is put back to the signals,

ρ3(Lt ,Tt) = ρ1

(

ˆ̂Lt ,
ˆ̂Tt

)

,

ˆ̂Lr =
L̂r

σL̂t
/σ

l̂t

+wL(r− t),

ˆ̂Tr = T̂r +wL(r− t) .

(26)

That is, the normalization enforces Tt to have the same slope as
Lt , before the linear dependence is calculated. Inspecting the ex-

amples in Figure 9(c) and (f), this formulation makes it possible to
distinguish temporal flickering even when a TMO is adapting over
time. Further visualization of estimated coherence is exemplified in
Figure 10, demonstrating per-pixel measurements.

Utilizing the measure in Equation 26, incoherence is estimated
as 1−max(0,ρ3(Lt ,Tt)). This means that negative correlations are
clamped and considered equal to no correlation. The measure is
then calculated for each frame t in a sequence. To provide a rep-
resentative value over a complete sequence, or multiple sequences,
the average over all frames could be taken. However, coherence is
often good except for shorter periods of the sequences which con-
tain challenging transitions in intensity. Thus, the mean value may
be underestimating the problem. Therefore, in order to provide an
overall representative value we use the 95th percentile of the mea-
sure. For the sequences we use in our results this corresponds to
the best coherence of the worst 3 seconds of the total 1 min of se-
quences.

An alternative to the normalization approach above could be to
use the second order temporal derivatives of the input and tone-
mapped signals. However, experimenting with this measure gave
unsatisfactory results, as it was difficult to tell the coherence of the
TMOs apart. Some of the operators that were coherent from a vi-
sual inspection ended up with high estimated incoherence, and vice
versa. Using the method described above this was not a problem.

Contrast The local contrast of a frame is estimated by extracting
local contrasts – or details – using a bilateral filter. The contrast
measure is taken as the mean absolute value of this detail layer, in
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the log domain, and weighted by the input luminance in order to
make it less influenced by noise,

Clocal(T ) =
1
N

∑
s

Ls

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ts − ∑
p∈Ωs

G(Tp −Ts)G(p− s)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (27)

As for global contrast, this is estimated using a large Gaussian
kernel,

Cglobal(T ) =
1
N

∑
s

√

(G∗T 2)s − (G∗T )2
s . (28)

The two measures are applied to both the input HDR and
the tone-mapped signal, in order to estimate the loss of contrast
c(L,T ) =C(T )−C(L) in the tone-mapping.

Noise visibility As described in Section 5.3, camera noise can
have a significant impact on the result of a tone-mapping method.
As shown in Figure 5, the visibility of the noise can be altered under
the transformation of a tone-curve. In order to quantify this change
we use a computer generated HDR input L without any noise. Mod-
eling the camera noise as N ∼ N (0,aI + b), a corrupted input is
constructed according to L̂ = L+N. As a measure of the visibility
of the added noise we use the HDR-VDP-2 (v2.2) quality predic-
tor “Q” [MKRH11], Q(L̂,L). A high value means that the visual
differences are small. The same procedure is then repeated for the
tone-mapped frame, and finally the visibility before and after tone-
mapping can be compared,

n(L,T ) = Q(L̂,L)−Q(T̂ ,T )

L̂ = L+N

T =V (L), T̂ =V (L̂)

N ∼N (0,aI +b) .

(29)

A positive difference in noise visibility, n(L,T ) > 0, means that
the noise is more visible after the tone-mapping, while the opposite
describes a reduction in noise visibility.

Exposure To assess the ability of a TMO to produce a well-
exposed tone-mapping, we estimate the number of under- and over-
exposed pixels in the image. For over-exposure, the fraction of pix-
els T ∈ [0,1] with a value ≥ 0.95 provides a measure of the amount
of saturation, while for under-exposure we use the fraction of pixels
≤ 0.02. A well-exposed tone-mapping that is capable of compress-
ing the dynamic range sufficiently should have a low (but non-zero)
value for both these measures. It should also be noted that for some
scene characteristics a high number of saturated pixels is not nec-
essarily a bad thing. The measure is meant to provide an indication
on the TMOs ability to compress the dynamic range, when assessed
over a number of different scenes.

7.2. Results

To evaluate the performance in terms of the measures above, we
use the same set of operators that we used in our previous study

[EWMU13], plus three of the more recent methods that try to over-
come the problems with temporal incoherence and lack of local
contrast [BCTB14b,ASC∗14,EMU15], for a total of 14 TMOs. The
list of operators also includes a standard S-shaped camera curve,
taken from a Canon 500D DSLR camera. For temporal process-
ing, the exposure setting has been anchored to the mean luminance
filtered over time using an exponential filter. This camera process-
ing is named the Camera TMO in the results, and is provided as a
simple reference.

The temporal coherence, contrast and exposure are calculated
on 4 of the sequences captured by Fröhlich et al. [FGE∗14]. Exam-
ples of tone-mapped frames and the properties of the sequences are
shown in Figures 17-20. The sequences contain a set of challeng-
ing features, such as a high dynamic range of luminances, camera
noise, rapid changes in lighting over time, complicated temporal
transitions etc.

In Figure 11 the global and local incoherencies measured over
the four sequences are shown. The global measure shows that in
total five TMOs struggle to maintain coherence. Inspecting the se-
quences, three of these operators show some flickering in certain
situations (Virtual exposures TMO, Retina model TMO and Color

appearance TMO), possibly due to some parameters that are not
correctly filtered over time. Two use per-pixel low-pass filters over
time (Cone model TMO and Retina model TMO), which is causing
motion blur that is punished by the coherence measure. Finally, the
last TMO that shows global incoherence (Visual adaptation TMO)
uses an adaptation mechanism that allows for rapid transitions over
time that makes the mean of the tone-mapped frames not always
comply with the mean of the input HDR. As for the local measure,
it is generally TMOs that have local spatial and/or temporal pro-
cessing that are prone to generate incoherence, with a value above
0.1. However, the Time-adaptation TMO only uses global calcula-
tions, and still shows local incoherencies. This could be explained
from the operators tendency to amplify image noise in some situa-
tions, see Figure 10, 19 and 20 for examples.

The difference in contrast before and after tone-mapping is plot-
ted in Figure 12. All operators inevitably have to reduce global
contrast to match the limited output dynamic range, although to
quite different amounts depending on the sequence. This is why the
standard errors are large on the global contrast measures. However,
when it comes to local contrast, only the local operators are able to
maintain this property close to the original HDR. Of the global op-
erators the Display adaptive TMO and Temporal coherence TMO

show the least loss of local contrast.

Figure 13 shows the result of applying the exposure measures to
the tone-mapped sequences. Many operators produce well-exposed
results. A couple of TMOs give brighter results, such as the Time-

adaptation TMO and Local adaptation TMO, which have saturated
pixels for up to 10−15% of the pixels. Under-exposure is most pro-
nounced for the Color appearance TMO, with > 20% black pixels,
and for the Cone model TMO. The Camera TMO shows a relatively
large fraction of both dark and bright pixels, indicating that it is in-
capable of compressing the dynamic range enough. The results can
also be confirmed in some of the example frames in Figures 17-20.

For the noise visibility difference measure demonstrated in Fig-
ure 14, 13 computer graphics generated HDR images have been
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Figure 11: Temporal incoherence measure. Error bars show stan-
dard errors. A value of 0 means that the normalized HDR and tone-
mapped signals (see Figure 9) are fully linearly correlated, while
1 means that they are either completely uncorrelated or negatively
correlated. Since the bars are taken as the 95th percentile, and the
error bars are standard errors over the complete sequences, they
extend above a value of 1 for some of the operators.
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Figure 12: Measure of the loss of contrast from the tone-mapping.
A negative value means that contrast is lost. Error bars show stan-
dard errors over all frames.

used. Figure 15 shows one example of such image. In order to
make sure that each operator fully adapt to the input, each image
has been used to compose a 1 second static HDR video sequence.
Equation 29 has then been calculated for each of the TMOs, using
a = b = 10−4. In the result it is evident that most operators tend
to increase the visibility of the noise. Exceptions are the Color ap-

pearance TMO and the Noise-aware TMO. Looking at Figure 13,
the Color appearance TMO tends to under-expose, which explains
why it also decreases the visibility of noise. The Noise-aware TMO

on the other hand, is designed to tone-map without increasing the
visibility of noise, while still providing an adequate exposure.

With the measurements in Figures 11-14, we can indicate which
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Figure 13: The fractions of estimated over- and under-exposed pix-
els averaged over all frames in the four sequences. Error bars show
standard errors.
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Figure 14: Noise visibility difference, comparing input HDR and
tone-mapped sequences. Error bars show standard errors.

of the operators that are expected to consistently produce results
that are temporally coherent while reproducing contrasts without
saturation, and how the noise visibility can be expected to change
under the tone-mapping. To sum up these results, Figure 16 shows
all the measures in one representative multidimensional visualiza-
tion. The temporal coherence and local contrast are plotted along
the x and y axes, respectively. To show the additional two dimen-
sions of saturation and noise visibility, these are visualized with
circles around each TMO. Finally, some of the categorization from
Table 1 is also included as described in the legend.

Inspecting Figure 16, we see that three of the most recent opera-
tors are capable of preserving local contrast while maintaining tem-
poral coherence and a small amount of over/under-exposed pixels.
These are the Zonal coherence TMO, Motion path filtering TMO

and Noise-aware TMO, which are designed by considering the par-
ticular challenges in tone-mapping of camera captured HDR video.
The three operators represent quite different approaches to the
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(a) Input (b) Vis. adapt. TMO (c) Time-adapt. TMO (d) Loc. adapt. TMO (e) Mal-adapt. TMO

(f) Virt. exp. TMO (g) Cone model TMO (h) Disp. adapt. TMO (i) Ret. model TMO (j) Color app. TMO

(k) Temp. coh. TMO (l) Zonal coh. TMO (m) Motion filt. TMO (n) Noise-aw. TMO (o) Camera TMO

Figure 15: Example tone-mappings, (b)-(o), of the noisy input in (a). The operators show significantly different results when it comes to
noise visibility, as highlighted by the enlarged dark parts of the images.

video tone-mapping problem. The Zonal coherence TMO considers
the entire video sequence in order to locally remove both flickering
and object incoherences in a post-processing step [BCTB14b]. The
Motion path filtering TMO uses a temporal filtering along motion
paths estimated from optical flow, both in order to enforce temporal
coherence and to reduce noise [ASC∗14]. Finally, the Noise-aware

TMO is a more light-weight approach, with the goal of maintain-
ing the properties of the input sequence as much as possible under
the dynamic range compression, in terms of contrast, details and
noise visibility [EMU15]. Apart from these methods, the evaluated
video TMOs either have problem with local contrast reproduction
or temporal coherence. This corresponds well to the results in our
previous video TMO evaluation [EWMU13], which concluded that
global TMOs often were preferred over their local counterparts,
since these had problems with temporal coherence. The quantita-
tively measured results provided here indicate that this problem is
resolved by later work in video tone-mapping.

Finally, the quantitative comparison is also used in Table 1, to
complement the list of video TMOs with an indication on expected
performance. However, it should be noted that the measures only
have been calculated on a limited number of sequences, and they
are not guaranteed to generalize to all possible HDR videos.

8. Conclusion

Methods for tone-mapping of HDR images have seen an immense
development since their introduction almost 25 years ago. Opera-
tors designed with a model for temporal adaptation have also been
around for almost as long time. However, with the introduction of
camera captured HDR video, new problems arose; problems that

many of the as of then existing video operators could not prop-
erly address in all circumstances. With the most recent state-of-
the-art methods, we are now in a position where high quality tone-
mapping of this material can be consistently produced in most cir-
cumstances, taking into account the complicated temporal behavior
and the specific properties of the HDR video streams.

In this work we have focused on algorithms for tone-mapping of
HDR video, were we gave a comprehensive description of existing
methods. A subset of these methods were subsequently evaluated in
terms of temporal coherence, contrast reproduction, exposure and
noise visibility, in order to give indication on their expected perfor-
mance. From the results we conclude that, given the evidence pro-
vided by our quantitative measurements, some of the most recent
TMOs are well-suited for tackling the problems associated with
tone-mapping of camera captured HDR video.

Although the current state-of-the-art in video tone-mapping is
capable of generating high quality results from existing HDR video
material, some notable challenges still remain. For example, all
TMOs have a set of parameters that can be tweaked for the opti-
mal experience given a certain objective. The number of param-
eters can range from just a few to tens of possibilities to fine-
tune the material, and even though a method may claim to be
fully automatic there is always room to adjust contrasts, colors
etc. The problem is how to find the optimal point in a multi-
dimensional space of parameters, and to subjectively assess the re-
sult over time. While some experimental methods have been used
for this purpose [YBMS05,EWMU13,EUWM14], there is no gen-
eral methodology for how to fine tune a TMO. A second area that
still needs attention is how to treat colors in the tone-mapping.
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Figure 16: Expected performance of the evaluated TMOs, as suggested by the quantitative measurements according to Figures 11-14. The
temporal incoherence has been taken as the sum of the local and global measures, and the exposure is the sum of under- and over-exposure.
The categorization is according to Table 1.

Although color appearance models have been used for this pur-
pose [PFFG98, FJ04, AR06, KJF07, RPK∗12], most TMOs tend to
only work on the luminance or separate color channels. Finally,
since the quality of a tone-mapped sequence in the end is judged
by subjective measures, evaluation of TMOs will always be a chal-
lenging problem. Unlike many other areas in image processing it is
not possible to compare the result to a ground truth, and a subjective
experiment is in most cases inevitable [DCMM16, Ch. 7].
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Figure 17: Tone-mapped frames from the Cars fullshot HDR video sequence. The video shows a daylight scene with a limited amount of
camera noise. The scene is static while the camera performs a panning movement.
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Figure 18: Tone-mapped frames from the Poker fullshot HDR video sequence. The video shows an indoor scene with a moderate amount of
camera noise. The camera is static while the actors perform a moderate amount of movements.
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Figure 19: Tone-mapped frames from the Showgirl HDR video sequence. The video shows an indoor scene with a high amount of camera
noise. The sequence contains a sharp transition in lighting when the actor stands up and a bright light source is switched on.
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Figure 20: Tone-mapped frames from the Smith hammering HDR video sequence. The video shows an indoor scene with a high amount of
camera noise. The camera is slowly zooming while the actor is moving.
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